
                     

 

Do you want to find new spare time 
activities?  Join Prisma! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prisma is a project aimed at helping newly arrived 

families, children/adolescents and asylum seekers 

to find fun and meaningful spare time activities. 

The project is run by the municipality of Lund, Eos 

Cares and Save the Children. 



 

Who can join Prisma? 

Prisma is open to all newly arrived in the 

municipality of Lund and asylum seekers in Skåne 

who want assistance in finding spare time activities 

in the Lund region. 

What help can I get? 

We help you find activities based on your interests 

and needs. We will also accompany you a few 

times until you feel safe with your new activity. For 

activities that are not free, you can get financial 

help, and you can also get help with borrowing 

equipment for free, if needed.  

At Prisma, we work with a selection of activities, 

which are open and particularly suitable for the 

people we aim to help. These include sports clubs, 

cultural associations, language cafés and family 

activities. When we meet you, we will review who 

we work with, so you can choose based on your 

needs and interests! 

How does Prisma work? 

 

1. Fill out the registration form on  

www.eoscares.se/prisma or on the back of this 

form. You can take a picture of it and send it 

to Eos Cares on 079-3369559 or  

prisma@eoscares.se or drop it off at Eoshallen 

at Arkivgatan 32 in Lund. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd8C1G0JT8dHmeoD-UIl7RErVeJAWbkMRTWgn0dxnGgelJCGw/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
http://www.eoscares.se/prisma
http://www.eoscares.se/prisma
mailto:prisma@eoscares.se


                     

 

2. An employee from Prisma will contact you to 

meet for an interview. Our employees speak 

several different languages. 

3. During the interview you will discuss which 

events are of interest to you. 

4. The Prisma employee will suggest a time and 

place where you meet to attend the activity. 

5. Afterwards, you talk about how it went and 

decide whether you want to continue or try 

another activity. 

For more info 

Read more about Prisma at 

www.eoscares.se/prisma. (The page is in Swedish.) 
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Prisma registration 

 

Name____________________________________ 

Phone number __________________________ 

Age _______________________ 

Gender:  Woman/Girl         Man/Boy         Other 

Address_________________________________ 

E-mail ________________________________ 

Mother tongue__________________________       

Do you speak other languages? Which ones? 

___________________________________ 

Do you have a family? _____________ 

If so, how old are your children? 

__________________ 

Who/who wants the help pf Prisma? 

Me          My whole family           Other person 

If other person, who?  ___________________ 

I agree that this information is saved by the Prisma 

project, so that they can contact me to inform 

about interesting leisure activities. The data will 

not be shared with anyone else.              OK 


